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BANNER
REQUIREMENTS: Seasoned, Cavalier
The cavalier’s banner becomes a symbol of 
inspiration to his allies and companions. As 
long as the warrior’s banner is clearly visible 
(either held or planted in the ground), all 
allies within 10" (20 yards) get a free reroll on 
Fear checks and may reroll their  running die 
once per turn.
As a limited action, the cavalier can wave his 

banner, removing Distracted and Vulnerable 
conditions from all allies in range.

ORDER ABILITY
REQUIREMENTS: Veteran, Cavalier
The cavalier's dedication to his order grants 
him additional strength in combat. He 
gains the order ability associated with his 
chosen order (see Cavalier Orders beginning 
on page @@).

DEMANDING CHALLENGE
REQUIREMENTS: Heroic, Cavalier
As long as the cavalier is withi 5" (10 yards) of 
the foe he challenged, he may spend a Benny 
to negate that foe's Benny before it's spent.

SUPREME CHARGE
REQUIREMENTS: Wild Card, Legendary, at 
least two Cavalier Edges

Once per encounter, when the cavalier makes 
a charge while mounted, he doubles the 
damage if using a lance.

CAVALIER
REQUIREMENTS: Novice, Agility d6+, 
Fighting d6+, Riding d6+

While many warriors spend their time honing 
their martial skills, others dedicate themselves 
to a cause. These "cavaliers" swear themselves 
to a purpose, serving it above all else. 
They travel about on horseback, championing 

their causes and charging headlong across 
battlefields with the symbol of their order 
trailing on long, fluttering banners.
The cavalier’s true power comes from the 

conviction of his ideals, the oaths he swears, 
and the challenges he makes to those who 
stand in his way.

 � cHALLENGE: As a limited action, a cavalier 
can issue a challenge to an opponent he 
can see and is within 24" (48 yards). The 
challenge remains in effect until the target 
is defeated or the combat ends, and he may 
never challenge more than one enemy at 
a time. The effects of the challenge can be 
found under each of the Cavalier Orders 
beginning on page @@.

 � MIGHTY cHARGE: The cavalier increases his 
melee weapon's damage die one die type 
on a turn in which he moves towards an 
enemy while mounted.

 � ORDER: A cavalier must pledge himself to 
an order of like-minded individuals. This 
gives him a Minor Vow to serve the order 
that doesn't grant additional Hindrance 
points. If a cavalier violates his order's 
edicts (GM's call), he loses the benefits of 
all Cavalier Edges for 24 hours.
The list of orders, their edicts, and the 
benefits they grant are listed on page @@. 
A cavalier cannot change his order without 
undertaking a lengthy process to dedicate 
himself to a new cause. Members of these 
orders are not necessarily bound together, 
but some organizations are comprised 
of cavaliers who all belong to one 
specific order.

ALAIN'S ADVANCEMENT TRACK
1 – Riding d8, Survival d6
2 – Trademark Weapon (long sword)
3 – Spirit d8
S—Banner
5 – Mounted Shield
6 – Beast Master (Increase Trait)
7 – Fighting d10
V—Order Ability
9 – Trademark Weapon (Imp, long sword)
10 – Frenzy
11 – Hard to Kill
H—Greater Banner
13 – Beast Master (Wildcard)
14 – Vigor d10
15 – Fighting d12
L—Supreme Charge
17 – Strength d10
18 – Tough as Nails
19 – Weapon Master
20 – Champion

 P ALAIN (NOVICE, ICONIC PATH CAVALIER)

Alain is a selfish man who comes from royal blood, though he has been hardened by battle 
since removing the silver spoon from his mouth. He is an excellent commander of troops 
and enjoys battle as much as any other sellsword.

ATTRIBUTES
Agility d8
Smarts d6
Spirit d6
Strength d8
Vigor d8

DERIVED
Parry: 6
Toughness: 9 (3)
Pace: 6
Bennies: 3

HINDRANcES: Impulsive, Stubborn, Vengeful 
(Minor), Vow (Major, order)

EDGES: Beast Bond, Cavalier (order of the 
cockatrice)

LANGUAGES: Common, Elven, Orc, Virisian

ANcESTRY: Human (Adaptability)

SKILLS: Athletics d6, Common Knowledge d6,  Fighting d8, Notice d6, Persuasion d6, 
Riding d6, Shooting d6, Stealth d4, Survival d4

GEAR: Long sword (Str+d8), Lance (Str+d8, AP 2 on charge, Reach 2, mounted only), light 
crossbow (Range 10/20/40, Damage 2d6, AP 2), 10 bolts, scale tunic (+3). adventurer's kit, 
heavy pony, riding saddle.

CAVALIER
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Strength roll to the damage (rather than 
the usual +4 charge bonus for mounted 
attacks, see Mounted Combat in Pathfinder 
for Savage Worlds).

of his weapons the cavalier may make a free 
attack. If he hits, the enemy is Vulnerable 
and cannot move any further this round.

ORDER OF THE STAR
Cavaliers who join the order of the star 
dedicate themselves to the protection and 
service of a faith and its members (chosen 
when this Edge is selected). Thereafter they  
tend to following many of the tenets and 
guides of the religion they serve.

 � EDIcTS: The cavalier must strive to protect 
the faith and all those who follow its 
teachings, from priest to common person. 
He must adhere to the strictures of the faith, 
promote its cause whenever possible, and 
serve the agents of the divine.

 � cHALLENGE: The target of the cavalier's 
challenge subtracts 2 from his arcane skill 
rolls.

 � ORDER ABILITY (calling): The cavalier may 
make a short prayer as a limited free action, 
filling him with confidence in his abilities. 
The hero adds an extra d6 to all Trait and 
damage rolls his next turn. 

ORDER OF THE SWORD
Cavaliers who join the order of the sword 
dedicate their lives to the code of chivalry, 
living a life of honor, valor, and fairness. They 
tend to swear service to a lord or a lady, or 
sometimes to a creature of renown.
Of all the orders, the order of the sword is 

perhaps the broadest in terms of its focus 
and ideals.

 � EDIcTS: The cavalier must show courage in 
the face of danger, mercy to those who have 
wronged him, and charity to the poor and 
meek. He must be just and honorable at all 
times and in all things. He must defend his 
honor and, above all else, the honor of those 
he serves.

 � cHALLENGE: The cavalier gets a free reroll 
on a failed Fighting roll against the target 
of his challenge.

 � ORDER ABILITY (Mounted Mastery): 
Cavaliers eventually learn to turn the long 
reach of pole-arms and other weapons 
designed to defeat horsemen against their 
weilders. Whenever a mounted cavalier 
makes a charge attack, he adds his mount’s 

 � cHALLENGE: The cavalier's allies receive a 
+2 bonus on Fighting rolls against the target 
os his challenge.

 � ORDER ABILITY (Aid Allies): Whenever an 
order of the dragon cavalier Supports an 
ally, the ally also receives the support bonus 
to their Parry for the rest of the round.

ORDER OF THE LION
A cavalier who belongs to this order has 
pledged himself to a sovereign; be it a king, 
queen, or even the local warlord. They are 
stalwart and dedicated to their cause, willing 
to go to any length to ensure the safety of 
their lord and his domain.

 � EDIcTS: The cavalier must protect the life 
and lands of his sovereign at all costs. He 
must obey his lord's commands without 
question and strive to expand the power 
and prestige of his realm.

 � cHALLENGE: The target of the cavalier's 
challenge is Distracted as long as the 
cavalier is within 10" (20 yards).

 � ORDER ABILITY (Shield of the Liege): A 
selfless lion cavalier may redirect a melee 
or ranged attack made against an adjacent 
ally. This ability must be declared before 
the attack roll is made.

ORDER OF THE SHIELD
Cavaliers who join the order of the shield 
devote their lives to protecting the common 
folk, from the simple farmer to the honest 
craftsman. These cavaliers stand before the 
tide, protecting the innocent from roving 
marauders and hungry monsters.

 � EDIcTS: The cavalier must protect the 
lives and prosperity of the common folk, 
shielding them from the deprivations 
of any who would cause them harm or 
exploit them. He must give charity when 
it is warranted and aid where needed. He 
must take no action that would cause harm 
or hardship to those who cannot defend 
themselves.

 � cHALLENGE: Whenever an order of the 
shield cavalier issues a challenge, he 
receives a +2 bonus on opposed Tests with 
the target of his challenge.

 � ORDER ABILITY (Stem the Tide): Once per 
round when an enemy enters reach of one 

CAVALIER ORDERS
The following orders are the most common 
throughout Golarion. Members are not 
necessarily bound together, but some 
organizations do exist that are comprised of 
cavaliers that all belong to one specific order.
?? We arleady said that so we need new fluff. 

Secret sign? Public? 
Names of these orders might vary 

depending on the region. A cavalier gains 
his order's Order Ability upon taking the 
appropriate Edge.

ORDER OF THE COCKATRICE
A cavalier who belongs to this order serves 
only himself, working to further his own aims 
and increase his personal prestige.

 � EDIcTS: The cavalier must keep his own 
interests and aims above those of all others. 
He must always accept payment when it is 
due, rewards when earned, and an even 
(or greater) share of loot when possible. 
The cavalier must take every opportunity 
to increase his own stature, prestige, and 
power.

 � cHALLENGE: The cavalier adds +2 damage 
to Fighting attacks made against the target 
of his challenge.

 � ORDER ABILITY (Steal Glory): Once per 
round, when an ally targets a foe within the 
cavalier's Reach, the cavalier may make a 
free attack against the same target. ??? (Def 
no auto Benny)

ORDER OF THE DRAGON
Cavaliers belonging to the order of the 
dragon dedicate themselves to a group of 
like-minded individuals, be it a mercenary 
company or a small band of adventurers. 
They believe in loyalty and friendship, and 
are willing to lay down their lives to protect 
their allies.

 � EDIcTS: The cavalier must remain loyal to 
his allies and always work to further the 
aims of the group. He must protect his allies 
from harm and defend their honor when 
called into doubt.
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Masterwork armor, shields, and weapons 
can be enchanted with the qualities listed 
below. Each item can hold five points 
worth of enchantments, and the number 
of points a particular quality takes is listed 
in parentheses after its name.
Note: An item cannot be enchanted with 

the same quality more than once.
Named Items: The named magic armor, 

shields, and weapons described in the 
rest of this chapter can’t have additional 
enchantments.

ARMOR & SHIELD QUALITIES

cHAMPION (1): Armor only.  This 
armor property only works for good 
creatures with the challenge ability (such 
as cavaliers) or the smite evil ability (such 
as paladins). The wearer uses one of these 
abilities, the selected target reduces its 
melee attacks against the wearer by –2.
Cost: 4,000 gp. Craft: Deflection.

DETERMINATION (2): A shield or armor 
with this property helps its owner fight 
on against seemingly impossible odds. 
She gains the Nerves of Steel Edge when 
wearing the armor or bearing the shield.
Cost: 30,000 gp. Craft: Healing.

JOUSTING (1): Armor only. This suit of 
armor helps its wearer remain mounted 
and in control of his mount. She adds +2 
to Riding rolls.
Cost: 3,750 gp. Craft: boost Trait.

RIGHTEOUS (2): Armor only. Armor 
with this property is often engraved 
or enameled with religious symbols. 
Once per day, as a limited action, the 
wearer may increase his Size by +3 Each 
increase in Size grants the target a one-
step increase to Strength and 1 point of 
Toughness. Righteous armor does not 
work for Evil creatures.
Cost: 27,000 gp. Craft: Boost Trait, growth.

WEAPON QUALITIES

ALLYING (1): Melee Only. The weapon 
grants the wielder the Formation Fighter 
Edge while it is being used.
Cost: 4,000 gp. Craft: Illusion.

DUELING (2): 1-handed Melee Only. 
While drawn, a dueling weapon grants 
the character the Quick Edge. The bearer 
also gets a free reroll when attempting a 
called shot on a held item.
Cost: 14,000 gp. Craft: Boost trait.

HUNTSMAN (1): A huntsman weapon 
helps its wielder locate and capture 
quarry. While it's in hand, he adds +1 to 
Survival (Tracking) rolls.
Cost: 4,000 gp. Craft: Boost trait.

TRANSFORMATIVE (1): Melee Only.   
A transformative weapon alters its shape 
at its wielder’s command, becoming any 
other melee weapon of the same general 
shape and handedness. For example, a 
transformative longsword can transform 
into any other one-handed melee weapon, 
such as a scimitar, flail, or trident; but not 
a great axe.
The weapon retains all of its abilities, 

including enhancements and weapon 
properties, except those prohibited 
by its current shape. For example, a 
keen transformative weapon functions 
normally in the form of a piercing or 
slashing weapon, but loses it when in the 
shape of a bludgeoning weapon.
When unattended, a transformative 

weapon reverts to its true shape.
Cost: 10,000 gp. Craft: Create Object.

ENCHANTMENTS

ARMOR, SHIELDS, & WEAPONS
Among the most useful and prized magic 
items for adventurers are magical armor, 
shields, and weapons. 

SPECIFIC ARMOR AND SHIELDS
Armor must be worn and a shield must be in 
hand to benefit from any special abilities.
Masterworks: Magic armor and shields are 

masterwork items, reducing their Min Str 
one die type.

ARMOR OF INSULTS
Each metal bit of this suit of leather (+3, Aegis) 
looks more like a tiny sneering face than 
a simple stud. Once per day, as a limited 
action,  the wearer may command the mouths 
to unleash a torrent of verbal abuse. Every 
hostile creature within 10" (20 yards) who can 
see and hear the wearer must make a Spirit 
check or suffer an overwhelming compulsion 
to attack the wearer for the next five rounds. If 
the creature is unable to attack the wearer on 
its next turn, or attacking the wearer would 
put the creature at risk of injury or death 
(moving through an enemies Reach, charging 
into a pit, and so on), it can act normally 
that turn.

Price: 16,175 gp. Weight: 20 lbs.
Craft: Confusion, 7,675 gp.

BATTLEMENT SHIELD
As an action, once per day, this heavy shield 
(Deflecting) transforms into a solid, 10-foot 
by 10-foot by 1-foot wall of masonry with a 
battlement on top and an arrow slit in each 
5-foot length. 
As a free action, the wielder can touch the 

wall and command it to revert to a shield. The 
wall has all the characteristics of any other 
foot-thick wall of masonry. Attacks sufficient 
to destroy the wall cause it to immediately 
transform back into a broken shield that must 
be repaired before it can transform again. The 
shield remains in wall form until destroyed 
or commanded to return to shield form. The 
wall cannot appear in a space too small to 
accommodate it.

Price: 16,180 gp. Weight: 45 lbs.
Craft: Barrier, 8,180 gp.

BONELESS LEATHER
This suit of leather (+3 or +5 vs bladed 
weapons, Aegis) gives its wearer the ability 
to twist and contort his body in virtually any 
direction. He is not Vulnerable or Distracted 
due to being Bound or Entangled.

Price: 12,160 gp. Weight: 15 lbs.
Craft: Disguise, 6,160 gp.

BUCCANEER'S BREASTPLATE
This bluish metal breastplate (+5, Aegis) is 
decorated with wave motifs. It allows the 
wearer to walk on top of the water, moving 
his normal Pace. If a creature puts on the 
armor while underwater, the wearer is borne 
toward the surface at a rapid rate.

Price: 23,850 gp. Weight: 30 lbs.
Craft: Environmental protection, 12,100 gp.

Armor of Insults Fortress Shield
Buccaneer’s Breastplate Giant-Hide Mail

MAGIC ITEMS
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once per day. Oozes, constructs, undead, and 
creatures without biological organs cannot be 
effected by Quivering Palm.
Anyone struck by the blow may be slain by 

the monk up to one week later. The monk 
need not see his target, he merely wills his 
demise (a free action). Unless the victim 
makes  Vigor roll (apply any penalties from a 
Called Shot on the attack to the Vigor roll), he 
immediately begins Bleeding Out. 

DISRUPTIVE RAGE
REQUIREMENTS: Veteran, Barbarian, 
Spirit d8+, Occult d6+
Superstitious barbarians hone their martial 
prowess against spellcasters. This rampaging 
mage-killer gets a free attack against any 
enemy who casts a spell or miracle within 
her Reach. 
Magic items don't normally trigger this 

ability unless they allow the user to cast a 
spell, miracle, or power of some sort.

TIMELESS BODY
REQUIREMENTS: Seasoned, Druid, Vigor d8+
The druid no longer physically ages, though 
she still dies of old age when her time is up.
Due to the supernatural nature of her body, 

she is also immune to all poisons and diseases. 

MYSTIC POWERS (ROGUE)
REQUIREMENTS: Seasoned, Rogue
As a limited free action the rogue can cast one 
of the following spells: Boost Trait (Athletics, 
Stealth, and Thievery only), darksight, sound/
silence, and wall walker. All powers except 
sound are self only, but the rogue gains no 
benefit from the Limitation (see page @@).
The scoundrel has 10 dedicated Power Points 

that recharge normally. She automatically 
activates the power with success for its 
regular cost, or with a raise for an additional 
two Power Points. She may use applicable 
Power Modifiers if desired at the usual cost. 
See Pathfinder for Savage Worlds for more 
information on specific spells.
Mystic Powers doesn’t grant access to Edges 

requiring an Arcane Background. If the rogue 
also has an Arcane Background, none of its 
Edges and abilities can be used with Mystic 
Powers (and vice-versa).

QUIVERING PALM
REQUIREMENTS: Heroic, Monk,  
Fighting d10+

The monk can send deadly vibrations 
through the body of a creature that can turn 
fatal if the monk so desires. The warrior can 
use Quivering Palm attack no more than 

(but must meet the new power's requirements 
as usual).

FAVORED POWER (CHOOSE ONE)
REQUIREMENTS: Seasoned, Sorcerer or 
Wizard

The spellcaster has great familiarity with 
certain powers and can cast them quickly 
and easily. As a limited free action, he may 
ignore up to two points of any penalties 
(Multi-Action, Wounds, Fatigue, etc.) when 
casting any one of the spell sets below. This 
Edge may be taken multiple times, choosing 
a different set each time. This Edge doesn’t 
give him those powers— they must be taken 
separately.

 � ABJURER: Banish, environmental protection, 
or protection.

 � cONJURER: Barrier, create pit, or summon ally.
 � DIVINER: Detect arcana, locate, or scrying.
 � ENcHANTER: Beast friend, empathy, or mind 
wipe.

 � EVOKER: Blast or burst (choose one), havoc, 
or stun.

 � ILLUSIONIST: Conceal arcana, illusion, or 
invisibility.

 � NEcROMANcER: Blind, drain Power Points, 
or fear.

 � TRANSMUTER: Elemental manipulation, shape 
change, or telekinesis.

HUNTER'S BOND
REQUIREMENTS: Seasoned, Ranger
The ranger forms a bond with his hunting 
companions. Once per encounter as a limited 
free action, the hunter grants his Favored 
Enemy benefit against a single target of the 
appropriate type to all allies within 5" (10 
yards) who can see or hear him.
This lasts for five rounds, and does not stack 

with any Favored Enemy bonuses possessed 
by his allies.

INSPIRE GREATNESS
REQUIREMENTS: Veteran, Bard
The bard gains an additional three Inspiration 
tokens when he uses Inspire Heroics.

NEW CLASS EDGES
On the following pages are additional 
Class Edges that may be taken by multiple 
character types, or expand on the core Class 
Edges  to help your hero follow the calling of 
their career.

AURA OF JUSTICE
REQUIREMENTS: Seasoned, Paladin
As a limited free action the paladin can expend 
two uses of her smite evil ability to grant the 
ability to all allies within 5" (10 yards). Allies 
must use smite evil ability on their next turn 
or lose the gift.

COCKATRICE STRIKE
REQUIREMENTS: Seasoned, Monk, 
Spirit d8+, Fighting d8+

With a single strike, the solemn warrior 
transmutes flesh to stone.
As a limited action, the monk can make a 

single unarmed strike against a Vulnerable, 
Stunned, Bound, or Incapacitated foe. If the 
attack hits with a raise, the target is petrified 
(see curse in Pathfinder for Savage Worlds) 
unless he makes a Vigor roll (at –2 with a raise 
on the attack).

CROSSBLOODED
REQUIREMENTS: Heroic, Sorcerer
A crossblooded bloodline combines the 
powers of two distinct heritages. In most 
cases, sorcerers with this bloodline are the 
offspring of two sorcerers from different 
ancestries, but occasionally a crossblooded 
sorcerer arises from the conjunction of other, 
stranger powers.
The sorcerer can select a new bloodline and 

take its Advanced Bloodline Edge.

EXTRA DOMAIN
REQUIREMENTS: Seasoned, Cleric
This cleric's deity smiles down upon her, 
granting divine strength. Select one additional 
domain listed under the character's deity. The 
cleric gains access to all powers on the list in 
addition to those in her starting domain. She 
also gains one power from the new domain 
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This chapter introduces new Edges and 
Hindrances for Pathfinder for Savage Worlds. 
Some of the options presented in this section 
are easily incorporated into other settings.

Some Hindrances have mechanical effects. 
Others are more subjective “roleplaying” 
Hindrances that help you understand 
and roleplay your character. They should 
occasionally cause the hero to act in ways that 
aren’t necessarily smart, efficient, or in the 
best interests of the party or the overall goal. 
That’s what roleplaying games are all about, 
and the GM may reward you with a Benny 
when your Hindrances cause significant 
trouble! Below are hindrances based off the 
drawback found in Pathfinder.

ANCESTRAL WEAKNESS (MINOR/MAJOR)
Some families can trace their bloodline back 
far enough to find an ancestor who was from 
another plane. Every so often, a descendant is 
born with a strange weakness or trait tied to 
this long forgotten ancestor.
Select one of the following: Fire, Cold, or 

Electricity. With the Minor version of this 
Hindrance this character suffers +2 damage 
from attacks of this type. The Major version 
increases this to +4.

BITTER (MAJOR)
You have been hurt repeatedly by those you 
trusted, and it has become difficult for you to 
accept help. 
Other people attempting to heal this 

character suffer a –2 penalty to their roll. This 
applies to both mundane and magical healing. 
This does not affect natural healing rolls

CLAUSTROPHOBIC (MINOR)
Some people can't handle the restrictive and 
confining nature of armor. The tight grip of 
leather and suffocating helms cause them 
to panic. 
This character gains Armor Restriction 

(Medium). If she already has an Armor 
Restriction, increase her existing Restriction 
(Medium is increased to Light and Light 
is increased to Any) to a max of Armor 
Restriction (Any).

EASILY DISTRACTED (MINOR)
Some adventurers need more time to pick 
things up. They are just as capable as others 
in their field but are constantly distracted, 
causing them to have to dedicate more time 
to picking up new things.
This character selects one core Class Edge. 

Increase all Trait requirements one die type 
for all other Class Edges and Prestige Edges.

EDGES & HINDRANCES

CHAPTER TWO

NEW HINDRANCES

METICULOUS (MINOR)
You plan and prepare everything in detail, 
and aren’t good at improvising when things 
don’t go as planned.
This Pathfinder suffers –4 penalty on 

untrained skill rolls instead of  the usual –2.

MUNDANE VISION (MINOR)
Something has caused you to lose the 
supernatural vision common to your ancestry. 
This is often caused by a curse, illness, or 
similar effect. 
The character loses his low-light vision or 

darkvision. He must have low-light vision or 
darkvision to take this Hindrance.

SHORT SIGHTED (MINOR OR MAJOR)
Some adventurers see things through to 
the end. Pulling at every thread, they wont 
consider something finished until they've 
exhausted every option. This is not your hero.
A character with the Minor version of this 

Hindrance cannot spend Conviction to gain 
an extra use of a once per encounter ability. 
The Major version of this Hindrance makes 
the Conviction die a d4.

TAINTED SPIRIT (MINOR)
As a child, a parent or other person with 
authority over you made a pact with a fiend, 
stealing some of your vitality as collateral.
Immediately after combat ends, this 

character makes a Vigor roll or suffers a 
level of Fatigue. This Fatigue lasts until the 
character spends 24 hours without getting 
into combat.

OBLIVIOUS (MINOR)
Your hero has difficulty noticing the scope of 
area attacks. This character takes half damage 
when he makes a successful Evasion roll.

SPOOKED (MINOR)
A traumatic experience at a young age with 
a spirit, undead, or other supernatural entity 
colors your reactions to such creatures. 
Whenever you perceive a Fey, Outsider, or 

Undead within 10" (yards) you must make a 
Fear check. If the creature causes Fear, you 
suffer an additional –2 to the roll. 

FAVORED CLASS (MAJOR)
Whenever your hero commits to something, 
she sees it through to the end, even to the 
exclusion of other studies.
A character with this Hindrance can only 

have one core Class Edge and cannot take any 
Prestige Edges.

FEY–TAKEN (MINOR)
As a child, you were whisked away by 
mischievous fey for a time. When you 
returned, you were ever after considered odd 
and distant. You long to return there, and find 
the mortal world dull and at times revolting, 
so you eat poorly and trust strange visions.
The character suffers a –2 penalty on rolls to 

resist disease and poison and on rolls to resist 
spells, abilities, and opposed Tests from Fey.

HELPLESS (MINOR/MAJOR)
You once stood helpless as great harm befell 
a loved one, and that paralysis sometimes 
returns when an ally is in a dire position.
As a Minor Hindrance, whenever this 

character sees an ally suffers a Wound, he 
is Distracted. As a Major Hindrance, the 
character is also Vulnerable.

LONER (MAJOR)
Raised by pirates, bandits, or other 
troublemakers unwilling to stick out their 
necks for you, you are accustomed to 
operating on your own. The presence of allies 
can easily become a distraction, and you do 
your best to keep them out of your space
This character does not benefit from Gang 

Up bonuses.

MAGICAL KLUTZ (MINOR)
You were born in a place with a plethora 
of strangely interacting magic, and magic 
is dangerously eager to surge into action 
around you. Because of this, you must take 
extra care when using magic items, so they 
don't malfunction and cause you harm.
Activating a magical item is a limited 

action instead of an action. If the magic 
item normally required a limited action,the 
character cannot take a Multi-Action.
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